INTRODUCING
A COMPANY THAT
DOESN'T NEED AN INTRODUCTION ...
DONZI MARINE.
A HERITAGE SECOND TO NONE. It's been 30 years since
racing legend Don Aronow put his first Donzi in the water.
Little did anyone know that his designs would forever change
the boating world. Aronow was considered "The King of
Thunderboat Row," a street in Miami where all the major boat
builders set up shop. His original deep-vee powerboats
offered more perfor- ~
mance than any of the
competition, and his L _ _ _ _
designs became the basis of an entire
industry. Aronow was known for his brand
of offshore punishment and for demanding the most from his hulls. This is evident
by the long string of racing victories won
by Aronow, including the famous 1965

Miami to Nassau race which he ran in
record time. Because of the way his boats
hounded drivers during a race, they
became known in racing circles as those
"Damned Donzi's". Thirty years later, the
nickname remains. Today, the new Donzi
Marine is in many respects similar to the
old. We've formed The Donzi Design Team
which is leading the industry in product
design and development with our
Medallion Series. Medallions are innovative boats built around the concept
of combining great performance, style and value within a design that will
withstand the test of time. All Medallion sport boats feature removable modular interiors. A boat owner knows that the first thing to wear out on a boat
is the interior. Donzi has solved that problem by designing all seats,
cushions, side panels, carpet, etc., to remove easily for storage
or replacement. Donzi backs that up with a $1 ,500 certificate
towards the replacement of a
new interior package within 5
years. This certificate is transferable with the boat adding
to its resale value. All
Medallions come loaded with
standard features that others
consider options. Donzi has
also introduced an innovative
new construction process called FIST- Fiberglass Integrated
Structural Technology. Simply
put, FIST is a superior boat
building process that uses a

fiberglass
stringer
system
and high
density
Divinylcell
Foam coring instead
of wood.
The result
is a hull
that's stronger, yet lighter. It adds rigidity, safety, and eliminates wood
stringers that usually rot and break loose. All hull compartments are filled
with flotation foam adding strength, sound dampening, and safety. Donzi 's
that are constructed with our FIST technology, carry with them a 10-year
hull warranty that's transferable with the boat. All models feature MaxGuard
Gelcoat for improved shine and resistance to cracking, UV stable and rot
resistant vinyls, and much more. Donzi has also led the industry with its
new Limited Edition 22 Blackhawk. A customized version of their famous
22 Classic, it utilizes Mercury's newest innovation in engine propulsionthe 502 EFI Magnum engine coupled with the Blackhawk Twin Prop
Surface Piercing Drive. Custom features include a Jaguar styled dash with
double lens VDO gauges and a designer-style steering wheel. All cowl
vents, hinges, cleats, ski tow eye, fuel fill and vent, through-hull hardware,
and lift rings are 24-karat gold plated. Even the through-hull exhaust vents
are 24-karat gold plated! Each issue features a custom graphics package,
that is airbrushed with lmron - no decals of any type are used. A magnificent hawk, a symbol of speed, strength, and agility, graces the flawless finish of the deck. Only 40 signature models will be built, and to date nearly all
have sold. Another performance breakthrough is evidenced by our newest
flagship- the Donzi 33ZX. The Donzi Design Team has taken the concept of

a hi-performance racer,
and completely restyled
the exterior to reflect a
design that showcases
today:s sense of refine~We
then designed
.___ _...___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.__ ___.__-t. fan ~ofl,at's
nothing
short of spectacular. A large, integral sliding ~Y:.
·14tads to a
spacious interior that's the largest of any boat ~isn: l 4
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Cannonball Run- a grueling 1200 mile race ~
~ ~:MW«
York, beating out
all the other hi-performance builders in it& ; ~
.. The Donzi 33ZX is the new
generation of hi-performance, offshore racers. But today's Donzi won't stop
there. Our engineers and designers are working overtime to introduce innovative new designs, continued refinements in construction and details, and to
push the envelope in speed and perfo~
· ··
mance. It's our commitment to you, and to
the memory of Don Aronow, to continue
the tradition of keeping Donzi in the forefront of the boating world and to keep
Donzi's heritage as "America's Favorite
Boat!"
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CLARIO,.

OUR

~
MARINE
PARTNER IN

AUDIO.
SOUND.

Good boating and good music just
naturally go together. That's why
Donzl has selected Clarion as the
sound system of choice for our 95
mociels. Clarion Marine Audio has
engl{taered a line of audio systems
~
designed for the marine
ti;Jy~men.
Critical electronic ._____ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ ____,
Components are specially coated to resist moisture and corrosion for long
service life. Clarion marine speakers are acoustically engineered for open air
use, ensuring superior clarity of highs and lows, not obtainable with typical
car speakers. So enjoy your days on the water with Donzi and Clarion.

DONZI MEDALLIONS
PARINIRI IN POWI R
1

AND VOLVO PENTA.
Volvo Penta Is ... pel'l••-pewu ·J II:iiSerles. The enduring performance and dependability
power make these boats quick to plane, with responsive acceleration, while
achieving top-end speed. The New SX Series combines legendary Volvo Penta
technology with a revolutionary design. Every SX features a break-away verticaLatiilllwupling, the Volvo Penta developed cone clutch and helical-cut,
gears.
_
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horsepower Model 3.0 GS sterndrive, is a martrnzed four
and features lightweight, compact designs l8r smaller
rnunarkable fuel economy for lower operating costs.
that's great for running about or skiing, the perfound in Volvo Penta's V-6 sterndrives. These GM 4.3
horse power engines offer impressive low-end
so you can run with the best. Models feature a
smooth, quiet operation.
with the new SX drive or Duoprop, give our
low-end torque and high-end performance.
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..,..r,.tion, and reduced fuel consumption. Plus, it features
altitude compensation and self-diagnostics.
Duoprop twin propeller sterndrive behind you and you'll outa comparably powered single prop sterndrive or outboard every time.
Dt.ibpr"op outdrives deliver greater acceleration, up to 30% better fuel economy and unequalled maneuverability. The counter-rotating twin propellers feature 60-70% more blade area for increased traction. Handling and docking are
also greatly improved, making it easier to maneuver in tight areas. Duoprop's
unique design allows you to achieve your desired speed with fewer RPM resulting in greater fuel economy and increased engine life.
Volvo Penta offers worry-free boating at its best. With the industry's first factory 2-year limited warranty on all engines and drives, you can simply sit back
and enjoy your Donzi.
Donzi's Medallion Series and Volvo Penta - it's a combination that will accelerate your boating pleasure, time after time after time.
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INTRODUCING
A DRAMATIC COMBINATION
~ - -. ~ ~ ;PERFORMANCE.
THI

WITHOUT COMPROMISE.
LUXURY & PERFORMANCE. Those two words best describe
Donzi 's new 33ZX. A full size companionway door leads to the
largest interior of any boat in its class. The spacious dining area
can accommodate four adults, with
plenty of elbow room to spare. The
33ZX boasts a full galley complete
with freshwater sink, electric stove,
refrigerator, lots of storage, and
ample counter space to prepare
those special meals. A large, enclosed
with shower makes excursions comfortable for
you and your guests. There's
loads of storage throughout,
plus a host of other luxurious
-~
features usually found on much
larger boats. But even more
impressive is what you'll find
on the outside- A custom dash and racing wheel made of
burled wood, Mcleod custom power seats that adjust to
cruising or racing modes, zero effort racing throttles for
complete control at your fingertips. Plus, the custom lmron
painting process will get you noticed even while standing
still. But don't forget, the 33ZX is all performance. With twin
502 MerCruiser power she'll reach speeds up to 65mph, with
all the stability and tracking that Donzi's are famous for. No
other 33' hi-performance racer can make these same claims
- but then, only this boat is the 33ZX from Donzi.

INTRODUCING
A DRAMATIC NEW WAY
IHI 182, 210, 212 &

THE DONZI MEDALLIONS.
COMFORT, PERFORMANCE & STYLE. When was the last time you can
in)lQ.varecall a new boat that was developed and (fesigned around a t~ly
tive concept? Probably not for a long time. Butthll ' l l S lly what D<.MP' has
done with its new Medallion Series. F jt~
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palliC)I) Series
.-----------, is unTqurtmd &IIMIMrrom anyttflf.g else a.
the market today. The Donzi Design Team came
up with the idea of combinigg_a contemporary
styted exterior, with a highly functional modular interior, utilizing state-of-the-art construction, delivering a boat that is timeless, with all
the options built-in as standards. Th~ugtfl
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rates extremely strong , biaxial
stitched-woven fiberglass w ith
high density Divinylcell foam coring - Com. . . . . .liminating wood!
aken,
or cause
No \· -Ci~
the
~
any structural problem~
sel ages. ~ndig
more time on the_.Ytllter and less time
and tending to " normal" wear and tear itemS-is every boaters
the Oonzl
Design Team lfas- hlt the mark. All Medallion sport boats feature modula!'\1
interior componenTs that securety-ieck into the molded fiberglass cockpit.
seat cushions and upholstered panels can be easily
When not in ~,
removed and stored out of the weather, leaving nothing but a rugged fiberglass cockpit to the mercy of the elements. On top of all this, the 182, 210, &
212 ~lions
co'lLe with a certificate worth $1 ,500 towards the purchase of
a new interior pacKage. ThiSin.!:ludes the upholstered panels, seat cushions,
carpeting, and boot striping, in any choice of available colors. This certificate
is valid for a 5-year period from the date of original delivery, Is transferable
to a second owner, and may be
redeemed at any Do..!lll dpalefshi
e\!Rlro:._.,
direct throuah Donzi
re-sal
~ and value.
bringsyou everything
could want in one boat, and only
Donzi brings you the Medallions.
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This spacious cabin has a 6' 2" V-berth
that converts to a large dining table for 4
adults. A complete galley offers a fresh
water sink, built-in ice box, and a butane
stove. There's a portable marine head &
plenty of storage.
The interior of the 275 is
the largest in its class,
with 6'3" of headroom and
comfortably sleeps 4
adults. A full galley w ith
fresh water sink, built-in
ice box, and electric stove
are standard . There's a
fully enclosed head with
shower and a comfortable
mid-berth.

THI MIDALLION 1 52 , . , BOAT.
FAST & FUN. What would happen if you crossed a wave runner
with a speed boat? You ' d get Donzi 's 152 Jet Boat . A racy new
concept boat that begins where the personal watercraft leaves
off. Sleek molded-in twin consoles , with the instrumentation o f
a sports car, flow smoothly into padded wrap-around seating
with ample room for 3 adults. Hit the throttle and her SportJet
engine will whisk you away at over 40mph in as little as 4" of
water. See that wake over there? Go on and take it ... the 152 can .
Tight turns , 360 ' s , fast , fun , that's the reason we bu ilt th i s hitech machine. The hot tub style bow seating is comfortable for
2 adults or 3 kids. An oversized aft sunning pad lets you rest in
comfort when you just want to drift along and enjoy the sun.
There 's plenty of dry storage in the stern for gea r you don ' t
want to get wet. Pop-up cleats keep the boat obstacle free so
you won ' t stub your toes when moving about. So jo i n the jet set,
and join in the fun with Donzi.
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THE DONZI CLASSICS.
LONG & LEAN. Swift & seaworthy. Beautiful & graceful. Sleek & stylish.
These words describe the Donzi Classics, boats that epitomize pure speedboat design. Reaching speeds in excess of 60mph, the Classics turn heads
even when standing still. Built to take the demands put on world class racers, they are the unequivocal leaders of any boats in their class. Tracking like
they're on rails, Classics respond quickly to the helm. Their deep-V hull
designs allow for excellent maneuverability on both calm and choppy
waters. Performance is only
part of the Classic's story.
Quality construction shows
in every inch of these boats.
Premium resins and tri-axial
fiberglass are rolled into
meticulously detailed molds
~
- even the graphics are gelcoated in, not taped on. This
starts the process that ends
in the finish Donzis are
famous for. The cockpit
upholstery is made from
premium grade, UV stable vinyl for long life and top-stitched for extra
strength and styling detail. All carpeting and seat cushions snap in and out
for easy storage, and there's plenty of room in the bow for skis and accessories. The Donzi hardware used throughout contributes greatly to the overall look of these boats. All cleats, grab rails, and ski tow eye, are made from
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top quality stainless steel.
Hatch hinges and cowl
vents are chrome plated
for a high profile racing
look. Even the Phillipshead screws are all turned
to the same position on
the stainless steel rub rail.
Now that's Donzi detail!
Custom Donzi gauges
grace an instrument panel
that is wired via a circuit breaker electrical system- you won't have to worry
about blowing fuses. A racing style steering wheel completes the look of
these classic dashes. Finally, every Classic is buffed and re-buffed to a perfect finish. This completes the smooth look and finish that Donzi is famous
for. It's been 30 years since Don Aronow created the classics, but even today
these timeless beauties turn heads and make your heart race as they speed
by. They take you back to a
time when you promised
yourself that one day you're
"going to own a Donzi. "
Maybe it's time to make good
on your promise to own a
Donzi- America's Favorite
Boat.
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ADVENTURER JACKET- This jacket stands up to
any challenge. 100% nylon features action back
gusset, warm flannel-lined welt pocket, protective
windflap, concealed hood & inner zipper chest pocket. S-XXL Black w/Barn Red, Bronze tab.
DJA061-Q65 $75.00 XXL $81.00

EXPLORER JACKET- Dressed up with sporty details,
this jacket is sure to please. Constructed of 100% nylon,
this half-zipper pullover has contrasting color at neck,
drawstring waist with cinches & a windflap. S-XXL
Black w!feal, Purple- DJA041-45
Navy w/Cardinal, Teal- DJA051-55
$58.00 XXL- $62.00

CAMBRIC SHORTS- Extra details make our 100%
cotton cambric fabric extremely versatile. Attractive
drawstring style features a mesh basket lining. Back
pocket secures with a velcro closure. Front right side
seam pocket zips shut. S-XL.
White- DS0051 -054 $33.00
Navy- 050041-044 $33.00

NAUTICAL BLOUSESDonzi style! Donzi
Class! These beautiful
cotton poly long-sleeve
blouses with left chest
pocket are complemented with your choice of
stars or anchor appliques
& embroidery. S-M-L.
Stars BlouseDSI011·13 $50.00
Anchors BlouseDSI021-23 $50.00

~,

WARM CUDDLERS- Our finest cotton blend fleece is knitted with
sporty trim adding distinction to these popular classics. V-Neck
S-XXL, White with Green & Navy- DSW021-Q25 $46.00
XXL $50.00 Fleece Yoked Double Crew Sweatshirt S-XL, Iced
Heather with Navy- DSS021-024 $49.00. Cowl Neck Pullover SXL, White w/ Navy- DS031-034 $43.00. Basic Butter Sweater
(left) 100% cotton S-XL, Butter ONLY- DSW031·034 $65.00

DENIM SHIRTS- 'He's got the look"
with this long sleeve denim shirt!
Made of 100% stone washed cotton,
this shirt is a must-have. S-XXL.
DSI041-G45 $50.00 XXL $54.00
She's got the ever so popular no
sleeve denim blouse. 100% cotton
with two pockets and decorative double stitching. S-M-L DSI031-G33
$25.00
RUGBY SWEATER- (right) Bold and
packed with impact. This 100% cotton
sweater offers room & comfort. S-XL.
Navy with WhiteDSW011·014 $65.00

CLASSIC TEES- Tees, tees & more tees! 100% cotton
tees proudly display Classic. Jet & Blackh
~
ats
in
fun cartoon style. S-XXL.
CLASSIC- "Next time, it's d
DTG 021-025 $13.00
JET BOAT- " l~fta
be the boat. definitely Donzi1"
DTE011-015,.,$13.00 XXL $15.30
BLACKHAWK- "Dad.. What's it like to be the King of
the Jungle? Well. Cubby, the job has long hours, high
stress,1'ittle security, an impostng future. too much
responsibility & no penst011 plan. But 11 does have its
advantages! Definitely Donzi!"
DTE031-035 $13.00 XXL $15.30

CAPS- Flaunt those Donzt Flag colors! .; ~
Red!Biack Taslan- DSPOGI-"$10.00
Teal/Plum Taslan- DSP007 $10.00
White Poplin- DSP009 $10.00

EMBROIDERED LIONHEARTED TEE- Meet the Donz
& Donzi Mae. Sure to win the loving hearts of young &
old alike! S-XXL DTE061 -065 $25.00 XXL &2I.3D
SIGNAL FLAG TEES- A sweetheart's delight! This
1OO'l!rcollon ~4ilpays
the DC.lNZI sigl]al
11aq!!i!Cfi"'erilb~)(
DTEOSG54 ...$3S.IIlj,.
~.;-

CLASSIC SHORTS- Aeomfortable short for
everyday wear. Double pleat cotton twill
shorts have Stde seam pockets & two back
pockets.. Regular lit Men sizes only. 30, 32
34. 36, 38 & 40. Navy- DS0011-016 $31 .00
Stone- DS0021-026 $31.00

DONZI CUB TEE- Donzi Baby will delight the hearts of
manyt Silkscreened on 100% cotton. S(6-8) M1 t 0-12)
l (14-16) DTE072-075 $10.00
COllON POcKET POL
·~
shiJ_(Ielt)
includes a two-button placket. single lock..Juit faallion collar, welt·
cuffs, twill taped & st ~ed
salety seams M-l-XL. White onlyDP0072-074 $30.00. COTION PIQUE POLOS (belowl are classics
featurl.l a two-button·ptacket. A wardrobe baste that feel as great as
they I<Jl. S-XXL Nayy- DP0041. . . . .00 XXL $42.00 ButterDP0061.Q65 $38.00 XXL $42.00 Island Green- DP005Hl55 $38.00
XXL $4i(IO V(hite (not shown)- DP0031-035 $38.00 XXL $42.00.

CLIPPER JACKET- Superior tn looks and tailoring,
our number one seller! Water-reststant poly.•cotton
poplin. Styling includes a caped front, stand-up
collar with contrast lintng, adjustable cuffs and
vented back. S-XXL.
White with NavyDJA021-025 $85.00 XXL $92.00
Navy with Bermuda GreenDJA011-015 $85.00 XXL $92.00

SIGNAL TEE- Silkscreened version of our most popular signal
tee. S-XXL DTE041-045 $13.00 XXL $1 5.30
LICENSE PLATE- The destrable vamty plate of today!
DSP004 $7.00
DUFFLE BAG- Nylon vinyl waterproof backtng. Size: 24'x12"x12
with extra Wide top & double zipper opentng. Also. matchtng shoulder strap & hand strap with three wet pockets. DSP010 $30.00
SPECIALTIES- Donzi Baby Lion- DSP006 $18.00
Floater Key Chain- DSP011 $2.00. Insulated No-Sptll MugDSP005 $8.75. Coffee Cup- DSP012 $5.00. Executrve Banatare
Set w 4 rock glasses & shot glass. :Not shown.)- DSP001 $76.50
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